
NOT-ISO PU 
NEW ISOCYANATE-FREE POLYURETHANE COATING SYSTEM

OUTSTANDING QUALITY, 
SAFER APPLICATION

INCREASED SAFETY 
FOR USERS

EXCELLENT CHEMICAL AND 
PHYSICAL RESISTANCE

HIGH BUILD AND 
SOFT FEEL



NOT-ISO PU
ISOCYANATE-FREE POLYURETHANE COATING SYSTEM

Sayerlack, driven by its characteristic sense of innovation, has decided to introduce the isocyanate-free 
polyurethance technology.

The NOT-ISO PU concept has produced a new coating system with a much reduced hazard classification that 
matches traditional polyurethane product performance in the decoration of wood furniture, by replacing isocyanates 
and their derivatives with alternative reagents.

NOT-ISO PU coating system is composed by a clear basecoat and a clear topcoat, to be applied by spray.
Basecoat TB0200/00 is characterized by excellent coverage and flow, high vertical hold-up and exceptional 
resistance to temperature variations.
Topcoat TN01**/00 is characterized by excellent leveling, uniformity of opacity, and good softness to the touch. 
Hardener TJ0300/00 can be used for both basecoat and topcoat, reducing the number of products to be kept on stock, 
making this a good choice coating system for use in “lean manufacturing” processes.

Testing of the NOT-ISO PU coating system has shown exceptional chemical resistance, in some cases better than 
that of a traditional polyurethane coating system, such as pressure whitening, light fastness and alcohol resistance.
The aesthetic appearance of NOT-ISO PU coatings is equal to that of a typical high-quality polyurethane coating system.
NOT-ISO PU is available in different gloss levels.

Sayerlack is always focused on human health and the preservation of the environment. We keep on working in this 
direction with more and more commitment, because whoever applies our products is very important to us.
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UKTechnical Service:     Ph. +39 051 770770 - Fax +39 051 770521     customerservice@sayerlack.com

Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l. - Export Department
Via del Fiffo 12 - 40065 Pianoro (BO) - Italia
Ph. +39 051 770511 - Fax +39 051 770528  
export@sayerlack.it - www.sayerlack.com

Sayerlack is a brand of The Sherwin Williams Company


